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Within recent years, on u worldwide basis, designers and 
nrnnufacturers of critical and highly stressed structural com- 
ponents have been engaged in a serious reassessment of the 
pronounced inlluence of manufacturing methods on mechani- 
cal properties and  service performance as a result of the type 
o f  surface produced. This has come about  because of increased 
demands for reliability and safety, unusual service require- 
ments, development of and need for understanding of new 
manufacturing processes, and the availability of extensive 
sets of surface integrity da ta .  

In order to  specify and rnmufacture surfaces having a high 
degree of integrity, it has become essential to  understand the 
need for  the interdisciplinary application of nletallurgy, 
mnchinability, and mechanical testing to  the production of 
surfaces. In meeting this special need, the discipline known 
as  surface integrity has come to  be recognized as a meaningful 
technology concerned ~ i t h  the development of unimpaired 
o r  enhanced surfaces. Surface integrity is achieved by using 
nianufacturing processes which are  carefully selected and 
controlled based upon the evaluation of significant engineering 
properties. 

The  results of high cycle fatigue tests alone are  supportive 
of  the need for keen interest on  the part of designers and 
manufacturing engineers in the subject of surface integrity. 
See Tables I and  11. Table I lists a wide variety of high strength 
materials which show surface sensitivity in fatigue testing to 
the specific parameters selected for grinding. An examination 
o f  the data indicates that currently used conventional grinding 
procedures may in fact be abusive. These data are supportive 
o f  the concern which is often expressed when conventional 
grinding is specified for the manufacture of critical parts. 
In rcvieuing Table 11 one can readily appreciate the problem 
of '  the designer who is now cofrfi.oiiiid \',ith many values of 
the endurance limit of lnconel 718 at lo7 cycles ranging froni 
22,000 to  78,000 Ib./in.' and with each one  dependent upon 
the selection and use of specific manufacturing practices. This 
situation enhances greatly the need for a much closer coor- 
dination bet\\een designers and manufacturing engineers. 
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?. I lie general subject of surface integrity was presented ;I[ 

the 21st General Assembly of Cllil', September,  1971 [I]. In 
view of the wide interest in surface technology, C I R P  consid- 
ered it appropriate to  present a paper on  techniques for mea- 
surement of surface properties. Specifically, the purpose of 
this paper is to discuss the nature of surface layers from a n  

U P ( , [  of i\l(r(.lrirrirrg urrd l'ei~rrirrg orr l~irrigrw Slrcrrgllr of Irrw/rr/ 718. 
r i ~ a d ,  44 Re 

Operation 
Endurance Limit  

Her ,d ing  Enduraricr Limit 
Cycles, I b , , ' i r l ,  " ~ ~ ~ ~ I ' C ' c t i f l i .  Grilid 

Surface Grind - Gentle 60,000 100 
Surface Grind - Conventiorial 24,000 4 0 

Turning -- Gentle 
Turning h b u s ~ v e  

ECM -- Standard 
ECM - Otf-Standard 

E C M  - Stdnddrd F Peen 78,000 
ECM - 011-Stdnddrd t Peen 67,000 

E D M  - Finish 
EDM -- Rough 

EDM Finish Peen 66,000 l I0 
E D M  - Rough . I'ecn 75,000 125 

Elcctropolish 
Elcctropolish + Peen 

engineering point of view and to  review the techniques and 
practices currently being used t o  evaluate and control surface 
integrity. 

The nature of a surface can be defined by a consideration 
of I )  surface topography and 2) surface and subsurfae: metal- 
lurgy. The  subject of surface topography o r  surface texture 
has been studied extensively for a considerable number of 
years, and therefore a review of this subject will not b: at- 
tempted hcre. Suffice it to say that there are  well known and 
widely used contact and noncontact  methods for determining 
surface topography [2]. The  surface contact method usually 
employs a stylus which is translated over either a line o r  an 
area of the surface. T h e  surface contour  obtained from the 
motion of the stylus in the simplest form may be given as 
the centerline arithmetic average. In addition, the surface 
profile may be recorded in various degrees of sophistication. 
T h e  data  of the surface profile can be put into a computer 
whose output  has been either a representation of the surface 
by contour  mapping [3] o r  a representation of a surface by 
radii of curvature mapping [4]. Noncontact  surface topography 
n~easurements  have also been produced by optical as  well as 
by interferometer and  holography instruments [ 2 ] .  

Surface topography is extremely important in studies of 
friction, wear, fretting, bearings, etc., but these subjects will 
not  be treated in detail in this paper.  Instead, we shall concern 
ourselves mainly with the structural applications of materials 
and  their related properties. The topography of surfaces has 
important functions in the application of structural materials, 
but generally the surface finishes involved in producing struc- 
tural components are  much rougher.  For  example, on  bearings 
the  surface finish specified is generally of the order of I to  
10 nlicroinches CLA. In contrast ,  the surface rougncss of 
structural components varies froni 15 to  200 C L A .  Figure I 
shows the range and average values of surface finish produced 
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by a variety of ~iiachining and other processing practices. 
LVith regard to  surface finish, a limited amount of fatigue 
testing accomplished recently shows that in the range of 10 to 
125 microinches CLA surface finish cannot of itself be used 
as ii measure or  control of surface integrity for structural 
components.  

While much more can be said about practical aspects of 
the measurement and control of surface finish, the specific 
purpose of this paper is to review techniques for determining 
the surface and subsurface metallurgy characteristics of 
materials and to relate them to iniportant properties such as 
distortion, static and dynamic strength, and stress corrosion. 

Defining the Surface Integrit) I+oblern 

Before applying surface integrity technology, one must first 
decide whether a surface integrity problem actually exists. 
The control of surface integrity generally adds cost to the 
rnanufactul-ing process, and hence surface integrity should not 
be considel-ed unless a potential problem exists or  may be 
considered as a possibility. There are certain applications 
where surface integrity may not be a problem. In fabricating 
a machine tool bed, steel plate is flame cut and welded, usually 
subject to design requirements involving such low stresses 
that failures may never be a problem. O n  the other hand, 
surface integrity must be considered in the manufacture of 
highly stressed components used in applications involving 
high cost, predictable component life, and human safety. If 
surface integrity is a problem, then the pertinent surface 
characteristics and the aft'ected engineering properties of the 
material must be monitored. In some applications, such as 
antifriction bearings, the major mode of failure may be 
contact fatigue which, in turn, may be related to the presence 
oS microcracks and untempered niartensite. For example, in 
the grinding of bearing races made of hard bearing steels, i t  is 
necessary to  monitor the niicrocrack formation, the presence 
o f  untempered and overtenipered niartensite, surface rough- 
ness, and component accuracy. On a component such as a 

gage block wluxe dimensional stability and accuracy are most 
important, the properties which rcquire monitoring are surface 
finish, accuracy, and residual stress imposed by the final 
grinding and lapping processes. Monitoring of r e s i d ~ ~ a l  stress 
over a period of time is also very important becausc residual 
stress relaxation may occur, thereby producing dirnensionul 
alterations. 

In the case of grinding a cast nickel base alloy component,  
two very important considerations are the tendency for the 
grinding operation to generate microcracks and  to pull out 
grain boundary carbides; hence, control must be centered on  
these factors. In the manufacture of high strength steel struc- 
tural components, such as airplane landing gear o r  airplane 
wing structures, the presence of untempered or  overtempered 
martensite can produce major degradation of the fatigue 
strength, and hence untempered and overtempered niarten- 
site must be carefully monitored and avoided. In grinding of 
carburizcd or  other hardened gears, there is a tendency to  
produce microcracks, unternpcred or  overtempered marten- 
site. Here again, proccssing parameters musL be selcctcd so as 
to avoid these imperfections. In the machining of slender 
parts which have a tendency to warp, the residual slress in 
the machining operation must be kept to a minimum because 
the residual stress is a major factor afi'ecting the distortion of 
the finished product. The  use of a nontraditional machining 
operation, such as ECM of a nickel base alloy, may produce 
no undesirable nietallurgical alterations o r  niicrocracks but 
may still result in a major depression in fatigue strength. Here, 
then, fatigue strength is the significant material property that 
should be investigated. 

Experimental Approach for Defining Surface Integrity Effects 

An experimental procedure has been developed for ap-  
proaching surface integrity problenx [ S ] .  The procedure speci- 
fies obtaining three types or  levels of da t a :  1) The  Minimum 
Surface lntegrity Data Set, 2 )  The Standard Surface lntegrity 
Data Set, and 3) The  Extended Surface Integrity Data  Set. 

A. Minimum Surface Integrity Data Set  

Developing the Mitlit~lrotr Srrrfircc, Irrlcyrily D~trr  Srt is the 
least expensive approach and should therefore be considered 
first in screening tests of surfaces. The Mirrit~rrrttr Srtrfirce 
Itztr~~rity Dirtlr Srt  is essentially metallographic information 
supplemented with microhardness measurements and con- 
ventional surface finish measurements: 

Minimum Surface lntegrity Data  Set 

I .  Surface finish 

2. Macrostructure (IOX or  less) 
a.  Macrocracks 
b. Macroetch indications 

3. Microstructure 
a .  Microcracks 
b. Plastic deformation 
c. Phase transformations 
d .  Intergranular attack 
e.  Pits, tears, laps, protrusions 
f. Built-up edge 
g. Melted and redeposited layers 
h. Selective etching 

4. Microhardness 

U. Standard Surface Integrity Data  Set 

This set of data is designed to provide more in-depth data 
for the more critical applications which are influenced by 
surface integrity: 



Standard SLII-face Integrity Data Set 

I .  Minini~iiii Suri'ace Integrity D a t ~ i  Set 

3 .  Stress cor-r,)sion tests 

3. licsidual Stress and distortion 

Lhta  s u m m a r i ~ c d  in Figure 2 are taken f r o n ~  a Standard 
Surface Integrity Data Set produced in grinding of 4340 steel, 
quenched and tempered to 50 K,.. 

""- 
la) Low stress conditionb - No visible riiiidce 

Hestdud1 i t i eSS  

a t t ~ r i i f t o n ~  in ioiciostiiictuie were delected 

1 ~ )  Abusive ~ond! l ions - A t o l d !  heat alfected 
zone 01 013 in was produced The wl2ite 
layer inown above ts 65 R and approximately 
001 - 002 in deep but ~n some sectmns was 

Fig. 2. Surhce characteristics produced h y  g r ~ n d i n g  ,.\IS1 4340 steel, 
quenched and tempered. 50 Re. 

C. E\tendcd Surface Integrity Data Set 

The Er~c t~ i l c~ t l  .Sr~rfi~!,c) 11110gr.it). L)trltr S r l  provides data 
gathered from statistically designed fatigue programs and 
yields dat:r ssitablc fnr detailed designing: 

- -- 
F\rended Surface Intcgrlty Lhta  Set 

I .  Standard Surface Integrrty D'lta Set 

2. Fatigue tests (extended to obtain design 
data) 

3. Additional mechanical tests 
a .  Tensile 
b. Stress rupture 
c. Creep 
d .  Other specific tests (e.g., bearing 

performance, sliding friction evalu- 
ation, sealing properties of surfaces) 

'Techniques for Surface Integrity Measurcnxnts 

Properties \+hicli mny require investigation in order to 
establish surface integrity include surG!cc topography, surface 
metallurgy, mechanicul properties, surfiice chemistry, and 
other engineering properties. Thc techniques for eva1u:ition 
of these properties are seplratcd into standard and specialized 
techniques. The standard techniques are those which gciicr:illy 
are emploj,cd first, \vhile the specinlircd techniclues are ~1s-d 
later in more  extensive investiyations. Table 1 1 1  proimides a 
convenient suninx~ry for reference purposes. 

lechniques for Evaluation of SurPace hletallurg) 

A. Metallurgical 1:valuatiori 

1. Mc~ctllrrt-i.icrd Sc,c.tiotiiia ioid .Spr,rirrl Prcprrrrrtioi~ 7'ec/1~1ic~rte.s 
Special rnetallographic techniques are  necessary for studying 

surface phenomena. The surface microstructure alterations 

are gencr;illy very shallo\\ ,  usually ol' the order of .OO 1 - .OO3 ill. 
Under very abusive conditions, :iltcrutioiis as deep as , 0 0 5 -  
,015 in. 1i;ive been noted. Often signilic:~iit microstruc[u~.c 
irltcrations, microcracks, or  Ilaus as slinllo\\~ us ,0001 ill. in 
depth are dcvc1~)pc.d dur-ing ii~aterinl renioval proces.;ing. ' l ' l i~~s ,  
i t  is necessary to employ sectioning, mounting and other 
~iiet;~llogr;~l~liic techniques \vl~icli d o  not alter or destroy tlie 
pertinent surl';~cc ;rnd which maintain liigll edge retention. 
One SLICCCSSSLII t e c h n i ~ l ~ ~ e  consists 01' the application of vacuum 
epclxy nio~lntiny 21s ou~lincil  in (lie follo\ving (61: 

h.loui~/iirg Tc~cl~iric/~ir trircl , \ l c ~ r r r l l o , ~ ~ r t r / ~ I ~ i r ~  l-'rc,/itrrrr/,'orr for. I<&(, 
K ~ f r ~ t ~ / i o i l  

Samples are scctioned from the workpiece in a manner 
which lends to the least possible distortion or  burring. 
Bandsawing o r  1iacks;iwing is preferred. A mininium of 
,030 in. is then removed from tlie cut surfi~cc using a 120 
grit silicon carbide paper on a lo\\, speed polisher. 
Copper molds (or tubes), 1-15 in. inside diameter hy 2 - ? i  in. 
high, are placed on a pallet appro.;im:~tely 5 in. i n  di:~ineter. 
The inner surface of the molds and s i ~ r ~ i c e  of tile p;illct :ire 
previously sprayed \\ it11 a silicone ~.elc:ising agent.  
After placing a riiet;~llurgic~il specimen in a inolil, a ini.;tur? 
of epoxy resin, hardener, and pelletized ~i luminum oxide, 
sufficient to produce a layer of to :'/a in. in depth,  is 
poured over the slxcimcn. The ratio of rcsin to hardener 
is 4 to I .  Tlie amount  of pellets added is in the range of 
10-15 grams. The hardness o r  abrasive level of the pelletized 
material used (low, medium, o r  high fired) is strictly a func- 
tion of the alloy to be prepared and its hardness charac- 
teristics. 
The pallet containing the ~ n o l d s  is placed in a vacuum 
chamber (at  a vacuum of 1 10 "to I .. 10'j  torr)  in 
order to degas tlie mixture, thereby improving tlie ndlicrence 
of the epoxy and pellets to tlie surkice of the specimen. 
Whcri vigorous bubbling o f  tlie mixture decreases al'ter 
vacuum impregnation, sufticient resin and hardener (4 to 
1 ratio) is added to produce a mount approximately 1 in. 
high. 
Tlie mounts are cured at a tcmpcratclre not greater than 
70" F for approximately 10 hours. Casting of the mounts 
is accomplished during the latter portion of the laboratory 
workday, so that curing occurs over night. 
After curing, !hey ;Ire placed in an  oven ;it a temperature 
of 150' F for a period o f  one hour,  aftcr \vhich they are 
removed from the molds. See F ig~~r -e  3. 
Approximritely ,020 in. of stock is then removed from the 
as-mounted metal surface on a positive positioning auto- 
matic polishing unit, using the side of a 1 in. by I in. by 
13 in. aluminum oxide 320 grit grinding ~\ 'hcel as the 
grinding medium. Water is used as ;I coolant. 
Subsequent r o ~ ~ g h  gr indi~lg  is performed \vet on silicon 
carbide papers or  equivalent ranging from 240 to 600 grit. 
For steels, and nrckel and cobalt base superalloys, tlie Inter- 
mediate pollsh IS  performed on  an automatic polisher usrng 

Fig. 3. A ]'/," diameter metallographic n i o u n t  prepdr-d by the 
vacuum cpoxy method. Tlic white layer contains n l u m i n i u m  oxide pellets. 
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Ax ia l  Fatigue Te \ t i ~ i g ,  i\' - 0.95 
Axial Fatigue Testing, A 0.9 5 

Electron Spectroscopy - ~ -  Electl-on 
Spectroscopy for  C'lieniical Analysis 
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a polishing cloth \\it11 a soft nap texture and 6 nlicron 
diamond paste. The final polish is achieved using deep nap 
o r  pile cloth siniilxr to billiard clot11 wit11 a suspension of 
0.1 micron or  finer aluminum oxide in water. 
Titanium and refractory alloys require an etch-polish cycle 
(using a slurry of hydrogen peroxide, nnter,  and 0. I micron 
o r  finer aluminum oxide) which is accomplished between 
a diamond polish and a final polish procedure. The final 
polish for titanium and refractory alloys is accomplished on 
a vibratory polisher using a deep pile cloth with a suspen- 
sion o f  0.1 micron or  finer aluminum oxide in water. 

10. Samples are etched by swabbing. Exanlples of some typical 
etchants used are given below: 

Mrrterictl 

Steels 

Titanium Alloys 

Etcl~rtt~t 

2 HNO:, C? 98':<, Denatured Anhydrous 
Alcohol 
100 ml. HCI, 5 gm. C u C l r .  2 HrO, and 
100 ~ n l .  Denatured Anhydrous Alcohol 
2 %  H F  Kc9HOi;; H r O o r  
2"/, HF,  3"/, HNO:{, Kc 95% 1-120 

2. Microl~circlr~c.ss Defc~rrrlirlctrio~t 
Microhardness determinations can be made on the pre- 

viously descl-ibed metallurgical mounts using a microhardness 
tester with either a Knoop or  Vickers indenter. Microhardness 

studies ar-e cutreniely important I'or ~dcntifying microconstit- 
uents sitcli as untempered and overtcnipereci niartensite and 
for determining the possible overall effecls of spccitic material 
removal operations. Examples of n~icrohardncss variations 
include: 

a )  Identification of untenipered niartensite; for example, 
microhardness of over 60 Re compared to  base hardness 
of 50 I<,, Figure 2 .  

b) Identification of overtempered martensite, Figure 2. 
c) A soft layer of resolutioned austenite (austenite reversion) 

in a maraging steel when improperly drilled with a dull 
drill as shown in Figure 4. 

d )  Identification of surface softening produced by cheniical 
milling, Figure 5. (Surface softening is also common in 
electrochemical machining.) 

c )  Identification of plastic deformation and work hardened 
zones in operations such as drilling and reaming, Figure 6. 

In dsternrining the microhardness using a Knoop indenter, 
\re generally crllploy a 100 gram load. With this load, accurate 
hardness readings can be made to within ,001 in. of the surface 
without producing edge yielding. Surface hardness readings 
to \\.ithin ,0005 in. of the surfhce may be 111~1dc using 25-50 
gram loads, but extreme care must be taken with these light 
loads. I t  is rccommendcd that if the light load is used, hard- 
ness readings should also be taken at a considerable distance 



a) ~ ~ ~ l l ~  conditianr Very thin lrrce of cold woik b) Abusive condittoni An overaged or rerolutioned layer 001" deep 

,nay be ,ren o r  ,he l u i f ~ i c  at 37 R, tr found or, Ih r  ruilrlce Total  rtfcctsd depth Is  

dj11~0~u"d"l~ 002". 

other than ihdllaw hardness lois 
Surface f~nish 35 AA surface tinirh 120 AA 

Fis  6b. € D M  on D1 tool \reel. h i  R e ,  redepotited metal on surl'ace. 

f rom the edge and cornpar-cd uitli loads of  100 and 500 gram 
Knoop l-cadlngb. \\'c find that i t  i \  desil-able to convcrt Kiloop 
readings to fiock\\cll C readirtgh 1'01- inor-c ready appr-cciatio11 
of the relative hardnesses involved. 

3.  microscopic Esrrt~lit~rr~iotl 

Various tvncs o f  microscop) are available for evaluation 

~ ~ p t h  bsnealh surface, inches 

Fig. 6c. R e a i i i ~ n g  4340,  5 3  R,, with du l l  reamer tcars Crom buil t-up edge. 

electron microscopy (SEM), and transmission electron micro- 
scopy (TEM) .  Optical n~icroscopy is the least expensive and  
the most widely applicable method. It is advisable to  examine 
metallurgical mounts first in the unetched condition which 
accentuates surface profile, microcracks, inclusions, voids, 
and crevice-like defects. After etching, specimens are reexam- 

I .. . . - , , 

of surIdce riietallurgy including optical ~il icrosropy, scannlilg F I ~  6dJCM o waspaloy, aged. 40 Ri. inlergra~lular attack. 



incd for the aforementioned imperfections or  characteristics 
as \\ell as for ~nicrustr-ucturc idenlificatioii and grain boundary 
conditions. Specimens should be scanned at  both high and 
lo\\ iiiagriilications. I t  is common practice to observe the 
s~~ri 'ucc at  ni;ignific;rtions o f  1000 . in order to resolve many 
of  tlie surfr~ce efi'ects nhich have been found to be significant, 
scc Figures 3 ,  5 a n d  0.  

Scanning electron niicroscopy e~iahles one to look directly 
at tlic niacliined surface ~ v i t l i o ~ ~ t  repIic;~ting. The scanning 
electron n~icroscopc, a relatively ne\v instrunien[, 11~1s been 
applreil i i i  ifelining s ~ ~ r f a c e  topogl-aphy and in discovering and  
iden[if!ing cracks, crcviccs, a n d  other ~opographical charac- 

teristics, liamnlingnm and Black have discovered ~nicrocracks 
on both ground and milled surfaces [7] .  Betz has been studying 
the surface topography and,  in particular, the surface rougli- 
ness imperfections p r o d ~ ~ c e d  through the formation of the 
built-up edge [8]. 

S E M  provides n magnification capability from approxi- 
inately 20,: to 50 ,000-  and a resolution of the order of 
200 A .  SEM also provides a larger depth of field corresponding 
to the magnification employed in the observatiori than can be 
obtained from other optical instruments. Figure 7 shows the 
surface topography of an electrical discharge m;~chined s u r f x e  
of Inconel 718 from 20 . to 500 . [O]. 
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Conventional Metal Removal Methods Nontraditiorul Kcmoval Methods 
Mtl l ing Drilling Turning Grindtng E D M  ECM CH h4 

Refractory A1io)s N o  Cli;rnge Decrease I>ccre;rte 
( M o l l  T Z M ,  Tungs ten)  

'The application of transmission electron microscopy in the 
study of  surfaces is somc\+liat limited. With regard to surface 
integrity studies, T E M  has been used for the investigation of  
fracture surfaces and fracture origins. TEhl ofsurfacesrecluires 
the use of a replicating technique. With this technique, a 
cellulose acetate sheet moistened with riiethyl acetate is placed 
on the surface; and ,  after drying in place, it is peeled from 
tile surface. The plastic replica is usually shadowed with a 
film ol' c l i r o n i i ~ ~ m  and a support  film of carbon. The film is 
tJ1c.n ri:rnoved from the plastic and placed in the electron 
microscope [I 01. 

Some common types of surface alterations which are  pro- 
duced on surfaces by major machining operations are as 
follo\\,s: 

a )  Surface roughness 

c) Tears, laps, and crevice-like defects associated with built- 
up edge 

d)  IJlastically deformed debris associated with grinding 
e) M icrocracks 

Table 5 [6]. Typical pliotor~iicrograplls sho\\,ing s~il-Pace nltera- 
tions and n~icroliardness changes on a v~iricty of conventional 
and nonconverltional machining operations are shown in 
Figures 2, 4, 5 and 6 .  

B. Nondestructive Test Methods and Applications 

The principal nondestructive nietliods for evaluating surface 
integrity and s~lbsurface characteristics which pertain to  sur- 
face integrity are listed in Table 6 along with their applications. 
face integrity a r e  listed in Table 6 along with their applica- 
tions [I I]. Table 7 lists the various aspects of surface inregiiy 
and the analytical techniques which are  prevalent in industry 
or v~hich show potential but require further development work. 
Destructive techniques are also listed in Table 7 for com- 
parison [ I ,  I I ] .  

Almost all manufactured parts are subjected to  some sort  
o f  visual inspection, somet in~es  employing optical aids. This 
technique is limited to detection of visible niacrocracks and 
other surface defects. The  use of dye penetrants and magnetic 
particle inspection techniques improves the resolution o f  
small crack-like defects and sometimes permits detection of 
Ilaws which have been smeared over by the finishing operation 

alterations that may be encountered as a result o f  various ,=ig. 7. Scanning e l e c t r o n  photomicrograph. E D M  or  inconel 718, STA- 
metal removal processes on different materials are given in (inishing [g]. 
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on the part .  Automatic optical scanning equipment has been 
dcvcioped ro replace visual inspectron on mass produced 
parts, but this does ~ i o t  increase the resolution sufticiently to 
detect small imperfections. 

Parts manufactured from niartensitic high strength steel can 
be visually inspected after a n  acid macroetch for evidence of 
untempered or  overtenipered martensite after grinding or  
machining [12]. A dilute solution of nitric acid is usually 
employed which etches the damaged areas so  that they may 
be visually detected. Typically, untempered niartensite appears 
white and overtempered areas appear darker than the back- 
ground material. A specific etching technique for detecting 
grinding damage in hardened steel is given in Table 8 [13]. 

Eddy current and other elctromagnetic detectors [14, 151 
have been vastly improved in the past few years. Claims have 
been rnade that under carefully controlled conditions defects 
as small as ,0001 in. can be detected. For  manufacturing 
purposes, however, eddy current technology has not advanced 
to this degree of capability. 

liescarch on ultrasonic techniques has extended its utility 
from defect detection by pulse echo to include measurement 
of residual stresses, plastic deforn~at ion,  and other inhonio- 
geneities [16, 17, 18, 191 which may exist at  a considerable 
depth below the surface. The major improvenients which make 
ultrasonic suitable for surface integrity are Raleigh wave 
transducers which confine the ultrasonic energy to  specimen 
surface layers and new analyzers which nieasure sonic veloci- 
ties and energy absorption (attenuation) [IS, 191. 

The initial use of X-rays in nondestructive testing was 
radiography. Applications have been expanded to utilize 
X-ray diffraction techniques for measurement of surface 
residual stresses (indepth stress measurements still require 
destructive tecliniqires for conlplete determination o f a  residual 
stress profile), phase identification by difl'raction techniques 
and composition analysis by spectroscopic techniques [20]. 
Improvements in radiographic inspection have been achieved 

using gamriia rays, although these are limited to special 
applications [21]. 

Two new techniques arc under development for detection 
of tiny defects. Accoustic impact is siriiilar to ultrasonic 
detection, except that the driving frequency is riiuch lower 
and the resonant vibrations are analyzed instead of the fun- 
damental frequency [22]. 

Radioactive gas penetrant inspection offers prornise for a 
large improvement in resolving minute defects [23]. Radio- 
active krypton gas is absorbed in surface defects and inspec- 
tion is accomplished via autoradiographic or  electro-optical 
scanning. Iniprovenients in  resolution by a factor of ten million 
have been reported [23]. Under high pressure, the radioactive 
gas may be driven into the metal where it localizes at  grain 
boundaries, microcracks, and inclusions. 

By vaporizing microscopic amounts of surface material \vith 
a laser beam and analyzing the vapors in a niass spectrometer, 
surface composition of a speciri~en can be determined. This 
technique is currently limited to laboratory expcrimentatiot~. 

Determination of hlaterial I'roperty ICfTect5 

There are several important material properties which are 
surface dependent and hence are affected by the nature of the 
surface and the manner and severity of processing. These 
include residual stress and distortion, certain static properties 
such as tensile and creep rupture strength, fatigue strength, 
and stress corrosion. 

A. Residual Stress and Distortion 

Whenever a part is machined by any process, a distinctive 
and rather coriiplcx residual stress pattern is imposed on the 
surface of the material. For example, the stress may be low a t  
the surface and may increase to a high value iriiniediately 
below the surface and then may decrease to essentially zero 
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13. Residual Stress Determination 
at  a small distance belou the surface. Stresses may be tensile 
or  compressive, and the stressed layer may be shallow or  
deep. Typical residual stress patterns produced by a variety 
of machining operations on a single material (4340 steel, 
501ic) are s h o ~ \ n  in Figure 8. The area under the residual 
stress curve which represents the s~rr face  laycr containing the 
integrated \tress has been f'ound to be proportional to the 
distortion of a specimen. 

A cunvcniei~t specinlcn for determining the distortion arid 
residual stress produced in macliining is shown in Figure 9. 
This specimen is y4 in. wide, 4 - \ j  in. long, and is ,060 in.  thick 
after the test cut.  The edges of the specimen are tapered so 
that the specimen can be clamped to a fixture during the test 
cut .  

A typical distortion curve produced in machining the speci- 
men of Figure 9 is shown in Figure I I. The distortion here is 
s h o u n  as the change in curvature over a length of 3.5 in. 
using the fixture s h o ~ \ n  schematically in Figure 10. In this 
case, the higher the wheel speed and the greater the downfeed 
in surface grinding, the greater the distortion of the work- 
piece. The residual stress patterns corresponding to  the three 
d o ~ , n f e e d s  at 6 000 ft./min. are shown in Figure 12. 

There are several ways o f  determining the residual stress 
profile introduced by the machining processes. The  two most 
cornriion are X-ray diffraction and layer removal-deflection 
tectiniaues. 

The X-ray din'ractiorl method makes use of the Bragg 
equation which relates the distance between a given set of  
parallel planes o f  atoms in the ineta1 or crystal to the difrrac- 
tion angle: 

where: n =- an integer 
i, = wavelength of  the X-ray 
d = interplanar spacing 
0 - diffraction angle 

When residual stresses are present, the planes of atoms are 
either farther apart ,  as in tension, o r  closer together, as in 



compression, than found in the stress-free state. The elastic 
strain associated with these stresses is given by the equation: 

&,here: E - strain 
d,, . interplanar distance in stress-free condition 
ds - interplanar distance in stressed cundition 

This struin is related to the stress of interest through t-looke's 
L.aw and the I'oisson ratio: 

Wheel speed - feet/min 

Fig. 11. C h a n g e  in dellection versus whcel speed for surface grinding; 
D6 AC steel q i~encl icd  a n d  tempered to  56 I<, .  Ell'ect o r  do\vn k e d .  

o elastic stress 
E - Young's Modulus 
E eli~stic strain 
v - I'oissson's ratio 

In  order to avoid the need of measuring the interplanar 
spacing in a n  ~~ns t r e s sed  specimen, the two-exposure method 
may be used. The interplanar spacing of a given set of planes 
lying at  some angle relative to the surface is measured. Such 
a situation is illustrated schematically in Figure 13 [24]. In 
the first exposure, the interplanar spacing for planes parallel 
t o  the surface is measured by having the incident X-ray beam 
normal to the surface or  at  the diffraction angle O to the surfnce. 
The  second exposure determines the interplanar spacing for 
the same set of planes at  an angle '+ to the surfnce. This is 
obtained by moving the incident X-ray beam to a position 

(3' uhich makes an  angle ?j ~cla t ive  to the first position. These 



T~u1.r: 8 

Erclririji Tediri i i/~rcs for D~~tecr iorr  of' Griridirrg I f i j rwy i n  //nrcl~,trcw' Slrrl 11 3 )  

Operrition Solut ion Used Description, Tinie,  o r  Funct ion 

( I )  Etctl / I 4 to 5" , ,  Ni t r ic  acid i n  water U n t i l  black. 5 to 10 seconds 
D o  !not over etch. 

( 3 )  I<insc Methanol (or  acetone*) T o  remove water 

(4) 1Jti.h t 2 5 to IOU.,, Hydrochlor ic acid ~n Un t i l  black smut is removed, 
methanol (or  acetone*) 5 to 10 seconds 

( 5 )  I<insc Running warm \\Liter T o  remove acid 

(6) Neut ra l i re  2",, Sodium carbonate . T o  neutralize any remaining acid 
plienolpthalicn indicator i n  water 

( 7 )  R i n x  Mcthdno l  T o  remove WLLICI 

(9)  011 d ~ p  L o w  viscosity m ~ n e r a l  o i l  wi th rust Enhance contr;lst, prevent corrosion 
~ n l i ~ b i t o r  

( I )  Etch 5 to IOU,; N i t r ~ c  acid i n  ethanol U n t i l  contrast is evident 
or  methanol 

Repcat steps 5-9 above. 

Da rk  areas are ovcrtcrnpcrcd; l ight arcas are rchardeiicd, un i form gray indicates no injury.  

' 4"" H N O ,  i n  u'atcr for Etch * I used u i t h  2 %  HCCI i n  acetone for Etch it 2 soiiietimcs gives 
greater sensitivity on high carbon hardened steel. I t  is i ~npo r tan t  that appropriate precautions 
be tnkcii to avoid (ire harards and good ventilation must he provided. 

conditions are shown in the sketch, A 0  being the beam normal 
to  the surface to dctermine the interplanar spacings d,, and 
130 the beam at an angle .+ to the normal for the interplanar 
spacings d+. Using these values, a stress may he calculated 
from tlic follo\\ing equation: 

Wheel: 3 2 A  4 6 K  8VBE 
Wheel speed: 6 0 0 0  feet fmin  
Cross feed: ,050 inchedpass 
Table speed: 4 0  feetJrnin 
Depth  of gr ind: ,010" 

Specimen size: ,060 x 314 x 4 -1 /4" 

Depth  be low surface - inches I 
Fig. 12. I<esidiinl ctrers 111 groi ind surPace; 116 A C  steel quenched and 
ternpcrcd t o  56 I<,. E K w t  o f  down  feed. 

Fig. 13. Schematic o f  two-exposure X- ray  di f f ract ion method (241 

T h e  stress has both magnitude and direction. The direction 
is determined by the intersection of the plane formed by the 
tivo incident X-ray beams and the surface of the metal. This 
is indicated by OC in Figure 13. 

In practice the interplanar distances are not calculated but 
only the diffraction angles are  measured. Therefore, the equa- 
tion may be modified as follows: 

20, - 20,$ 

= (&) ( )  ( 2 
E = Young's Modulus 
v = Poisson's ratio 
0 = dityraction angle 
0, = diffraction angle in the n o r n ~ a l  measurement 
O c  = diffraction angle for the inclined angle 

measurement 
+ - inclined angle 

For  stress measurements on a given material, the terms not 
tnvolving the angle O are  constant and Equation (6) can be 
expressed as : 



0 - K (20, 2 o i  ) 
where : 

T h e  constant K is referred to as tlie stress I'actor. Mechani- 
cally measured elastic constants are  nut gcner:~lly appropriate 
for crilcula~irig the stress f l~ctor K .  To determine I <  and I J  for. 
X-ray dilfraction application, a calibration procedure is ob-  
caineif directly by shifts in d spacing for :I series of applied 
loads  on a calil>ratiorl spccimeri [20]. 

X-ray dilfractonie~crs are usccl to  clc~crniinc the latrice 
spacing d o r  peak position 2 0 at rllc var-ious (4 spcciiiien 
orienlations. \Villi the dilfractorncter, a n  X-ray beam of ;I 

suit;~hlc ~ i i ~ ~ i o c l i r c i ~ i i a t ~ c  ~ a v c l e ~ i g t l i  i. is dilfracteil oII' tlic 
spccimcn and  the 2 0 sliil't in tlie position of a particular high 
angle dif'raction I ~ n e  I S  determined as a f~rnction of the speci- 
men orientation +, Fig~lre  14. The accuracy in measurement 
of residual stresses using X-ray diffraction techniques is 
dcpendcnt on the dilkrences in angle of the diffraction line 
peak mnxinium when the sample is examined v,ith its surface 
a t  two different angles to  the difTracting planes. These clilfract- 
ing angles must be determined to  an accuracy of .01 to  .02 
degrees. Fo r  most surfaces produced by machining, a very 
broad diffraction peak is generally obtained. 

( A )  Measuring planes \ 
parallel to the 
surface d l  interplanar 
i / - 0  \ 

1 i s p a c ' n g  

Direct tor1 
+ + Specimen 

of stress surface 

' I X-ray beam 

Fig. 14. Schematic sho~ ing  orientation of rnearured lattice planes with 
respect lo specimen surface: ( A )  specimen a t  4 - 0 exposure, ( B )  speci- 
m e n  rotated $ deg 1201. 

In order to determine the peak location accurately, several 
methods have been devised [20]. The most popular procedure 
is to  assume that the peak profile f o l l o ~ s  a parabola.  The  
procedure is to  measure only three X-ray intensities within 
85 percent of the peak maximum. Experimentally, the diffrac- 
tion angle range for X-ray intensities within 85 percent of the 
rnaxiniuni intensity is established from a chart  recording of 
the peak. Three angles equally spaced are  then selected in the 
immediate vicinity of the peak. The  X-ray diffraction intensity 
is nwisured at  each angle using either preset counts o r  preset 
time techniques. Furthermore,  the average intensity has to  be 
corrected for Lorentz, polarization and  absorption factors. 
The  peak center 2 0 is then calculated by fitting a parabola 
to  the three points. This step is follou,ed first ~v i th  the specimen 

normal to  the incident specimen ('+ - 0)  and then with the 
specimen a t  a n  angle +, usually 45 clegrees, to  the incident 
specimen. The stress is then calculated frorn Equation (7). 

The  X-ray technique nieasures the stress at  the surface 
essentially to a depth of approximately ,0002 in. T o  ob ta i~ i  
thc stress profile--that is, the stress ~ i i s t r i b ~ ~ t i o n  at various 
deptli belo\v the surface---thin layers must he successively 
re~noved a n d  the s(ress detcrmineil ;~l'tcr each removal opera- 
tion. Care must he exercised to avoid introducing additional 
stresses; norni:rlly electrolytic mctliods ar-c best suited fol- this 
pu~.pose .  111 addition, \vlien Ilic stress layers arc  removed, the 
s~~ccess ive  ~ i i ~ a s ~ ~ r e d  SIresses ;1t deptlis belo\\ '  the SLII.I':ICC n i ~ ~ s t  
be c~lrrcctcd hy ; I l l  ~ l l l l ~ l L l l l t  l.cl;ltc~l I 0  the rc1~l.\:ltioll cre;1tcd 
by Ilic re~iioveil layers [20]. 7'his nicans that all stress ilctcrnii- 
nations by X-ray dill'r;ictioii, c\;ccpt the initial surface value, 
niust be c ~ r r e c t e d  in ~ r c l c r  to obtain the true stress \vliicli 
existed when the si~ecimcn was intact. 

r Sample 

Dual detector 

Arm moves 
to give equal 
intensity a t  
each J a i e u i u r  

to give equal 
in tens i ty  a t  
each detector 

Fig. 15. Sketch showing i;is~rcss autom:itic residual stress ;~iialyzer 1251. 

The  determination of residual stress using a n  X-ray dilfracto- 
meter is time consuming. T o  obtain tlie data necessary for a 
single residual stress value will require between a half hour 
to  one hour.  liecent developments in fast reading X-ray 
diffractorneters have made i t  possible to  determine the residual 
stress in seconds or in a few minutes. One instruinent called 
Fastress utilizes two X-ray tubes which can measure residual 
stresses in as  little as  20 t o  60 seconds [25]. T h e  Fastress unit 
employs two X-ray sources placed a t  two different + angles 
which simultaneously irradiate a common area of the sample, 
Figure 15. The unit also has two sets of detector tubes. The  
output  of each set drives a null-seeking mechanism that locates 
two points of equal intensity at each peak. Corrections for 
angle-dependent factors are  made electrically so  that the out- 
puts of the two detector tubes in a set a re  proportional to true 
intensities. At the null point, the true peak position lies mid- 
way between the two detector tubes. The  potentiometers driven 
by the gear systeni at the end of each detectometer indicate 
the 0 degree and 60 degree (or 45 degree) peak position directly. 
Because the difference between these voltages is proportional 
to  stress, the recorder is calibrated to  read in  pounds per 
square inch. The  accuracy in stress determination with this 
equipment is a function of the time allowed for each stress 
reading. For  example, on a steel sample a n  accuracy of 

t 10,000 psi was obtained with a determination time of 
0.3 minutes. When the determination time was 3 minutes, the 
mean stress was repeated t o  an accuracy of 3,000 psi. 

Another instrument for tlie rapid determination of residual 
stress is a unit called the Simultaneous X-ray Residual Stress 
Analyzer which can simultaneously produce two X-ray 
beams [26, 271. This apparatus,  Figure 16, employs an  X-ray 



Fig. 16. Block diagram of \ imultaneotis  X-ray  residual \tress [Zh] 

tube having one filarnent and two targets provided opposite 
each other on the tube wall. There are two detector systems, 
a goniomcter, and  a two-pen recorder system. The X-ray tube 
includes t \+o  targets arranged at  an  angle of 45 degrees and a 
filament ~ + h i c h  bombards them with electrons of uniform 
intensity, producing 1\50 beams of characteristic X-rays simul- 
taneously. The measurement time for detcrn~ination of residual 
stress is bei\\een one and two minutes. 

130th Fastress and the Simultaneous X-fiay Residual Stress 
Analyzer offer the possibility of studying residual stress in 
rnany new applications. For example, these units can be used 
for quality control of components that have been post-pro- 
cessed by peening to  introduce residual compressive stress. 
Repeated residual stress scanning of peened surfaces is being 
employed to determine point-by-point residual stress variation 
over a large surface area.  Since residual stress in surfaces can 
be measured quickly, i t  will be possible to d o  more work in 
stress relaxation and other stress oriented p r o b l e m .  

The X-ray method has certain advantages and disadvantages 
as a method of determining residual stresses. The  advantages 
are :  

a )  the stress may be measured in various directions on the 
surface 

b) the stress nlay be JL--tcinii::ed in :1 small area ( the  exposed 
area may be less than ' 1 8  in, in diameter) 

c )  good accuracy may he expected, 5000 pv  
d )  i t  1s s raprd rnethod for deterni~ning surface stresses 
e) i t  is a nondestructive method for finding the stress NI  the 

surface 
f )  the rnethod can be adapted to production parts of various 

sizes and shapes 
The  principal disadvantages a re :  

a )  more e l ~ b o r a t e  and expensive equipment than for the 
deflectton layer-removal method 13 requlred 

b) since only a small area is exposed for analysis, the stress 
characteristics may not be indicative of the surface as a 
whole 

c) ~f the btresses be lo^ the surface are requlred, successive 
layers must be removed as In the change-rn-deflection 
layer-removal method 

d) the accuracy of residual stress measurement is limited in 
some materials because of the inability to tind radiation 
of suitable \vavelength for dift'raction from hkl planes close 
enough to O 90 degrees. 

2. Layer Rernoval-Deflection Technique 

This method uses the change in deflection resulting from 
the removal of successive layers from the machined surface 
of the test specimen previously described to  calculate the 
residual stress. The  removal of a stressed layer produces a 
rebalancing of the stresses across the section and a change in 
deflection of the specimen. 

Stiiblein [28] presents two equations for calculating the 
unaxial stress; the one for the case when the specimen is held 
in the flat position (Equation 9) and the other for the case 
when the specimen is free to bow (Equation 10). 

stress in the longitudinal direction when the specimen 
is clamped flat after etching to thickness 8 
stress in the longitudinal direction when the specimen 
is free to bow after etching to thickness 8 

Young's Modulus of Elasticity 
thickness o f  the spxirnen after each incremental 
layer is removed 
curvature of the specimen after incremental layers 
are removed to thickness 8 
thickness of the specimen before incremental re- 
moval of stressed layers 
curvature of specimen before increnlental removal 
of stressed layers 
slope of the curvature vs. thickness curve at the 
etched thickness 

The  normal procedure IS t o  measure the radius of curvature 
In terms of the deflect~on over a glven gage length If L = !/2 
gage length, f - deflect~on, and r - r a d ~ u s  of the curvature, 
then 

L2 
r = -  

2 f (1 1) 

In reference 29, this substitution \\.as made to give the 
equations in the forin: 

where the additional terms not defined in connection with 
Equations (9) and (10) a re :  

L = one  half the span o r  gage length used for the detlec- 
tlon measurements 

f, mrdspan deflect~on before rncremental removal of 
stressed layers 

f m ~ d s p a n  deflection after each incremental layer IS  

removed 
slope of the dellection vs. thickness curve at  the etched ( )  thickncss 

Note:  The sign of the deflection is positive (t) when the 
test surface is concave, negative (.--) when the test 
surface is convex. 

As will be noted in the above equations, the original thick- 
ness, the original deflection, the deflection associated with a 
given etched thickness and the slope of the dellection vs, thick- 
ness curve at  that etched thickness, (df/d8), are  required. Since 
experimental data are subject to some degree of variation, the 
deflection vs, thickness data are plotted and a smooth curve 
drawn through the experin~ental  points. F rom such a curve 
appropriate points are  selected for slope determinations. When 
there is a rapidly changing slope, the thickness interval between 
slope deterniinatior~s should be kept small. A typical defec- 
tion vs. thickness curve is shown in Figure 17. 
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It bill also be noted from the equations that the calculated 
stress value is strongly dependent on the magnitude of the 
slope of the deflection curve. For a given machining test 
condition, a greater deflection will be obtained with a thinner 
test specimen, however, the effect of the method used to 

measure tlie dellection must be consirlcred. 11' u dial indicator 
is used, the spring tension of' the indicator prohibits the use 
of very thin specimens. Increased sensitivity may be obtained 
by ~ls ing a n  optical interference or  a linear variable difkrcntial 
transformer method for determining the arc  height. 

In  Figure 18,*the calculated stress valucs used to plot the 
residual stress curves shown were obtained from Equations (12) 
and (13) and the deflection curve in Figure 17. Curve A shows 
the stress distirbution when the specimen is restrained in the 
flat position, while Curve B shows tlie stress distribution when 
the specirnen is free to bow after test nlachining. I t  will be 
noted that in this particular test the maximum stress was not 
found at tlie surface, h u l  at  approxim:~lcly ,0005 in. below 
the surface. 

Both the X-ray diffraction and the change-in-rleflectio~i, 
layer-removal methods require the successive removal of 
incremental layers from the machined surface in order to find 
the residual stress profile. I-iowever, the change-ill-deflection, 
layer-removal riiethod has the decided advantage of using 
relatively simple and inexpensive equipnient for the obtaining 
of reliable residual stress data .  

Biaxial surface stresses can also be determined by a layer 
removal-dellcctic)~i technique. Letncr enlployed ;I 2 i l l .  .. 2 in. 
/ .200 in. specimen [30]. He measured the surfitce stress in 

t\vo perpendicular directions parallel to the two sides of the 
specimen and employed Striblein's equ:itions to ca lcula~e the 
residual stress. In order to obtain the residual stress, it was 
necessary to  measure the deflection in the two perpendicular 
directions. This was done by using an accurate electrical 
comparator.  

Decneut and I'eters have develo7ed a Iiyer renioval tech- 
nique which continuously etches away, calculates and com- 
putes the residual stress pattern in the specimen [31]. The  
residual grinding stresses on ball bearing rings were measurcd 
in the grinding direction by Uzcneut a n d  Peters using this 
deflection method. Thin layers were renmved from the ground 
surface by continuous electrolytic etching, and the residual 
stresses present in the etched-off layers were calculated from 
the change in deflection of the workpiece. The procedure is 
fully automatic, yielding a high rate of data output which is 
recorded on punched tape for subsequent computer treatment. 

C. Static Properties 

I .  Terisile crtrrl Creep Rlipf~rre Ti~stitlg 

Important static properties of interest which may possibly 
be affected by the method of machining are tensile and creep 
rupture behavior. I t  has generally been found that only the 
very severe surface alterations, such as extreme surface rough- 
ness or  cracking, have an  appreciable effect on static proper- 
ties. One  interesting exception, however, has been a notable 
decrease in ductility and tensile strength on niaterials that have 
been processed by electrical discharge machining ( E D M )  
followed by a stress relief hcat treatment [32]. It was found 
that a carbon deposit produced on the surface during the 
E D M  operation was diffused into the grain boundaries during 
a subsequent stress relief heat treatment and caused an exces- 
sive grain boundary precipitation of carbides. These precipi- 
tates were responsible for reductions in ductility and strength, 
the extent of which was found to be a function of the surf i tc~ 
roughness, see Figure 19. Reductions in tensile ductility as 
high as 80 percent were noted after heat treatment in the testing 
of specimens of Inconel 718 which had been EDM'd  to a 
surface finish of 650 RMS.  

The technique recornniendcd for determination of tensile 
properties including ductility is the use of a standard ASTM 
r o ~ ~ n d  o r  flat specimen [33]. Specirnens from '/J in. to M in. 
in diameter or  width with a gage length four times this dinien- 
sion are suitable. The standard technique usually calls for a 
strain rate of ,005 in./in./niin. until the yield point is passed 
and then a n  increased overall loading rate of .05 in./min, t o  
fracture. The load strain curve is normally recorded, permitting 
the calculation of ultimate tensile and yield strengths. Ductility 
is measured in terms of percent elongation and/or  reduction 
of area. 

The  techniques for creep rupture testing also follow a stand- 
ard ASTM procedure [34], employing either round or  flat 
specimens. If creep deformation is to be measured, the elonga- 



tion can be determined by optical means using a platinum 
extensometer attached to the specimen and viewed through a 
window in the furnace. An alterriate method of measuring 
creep is to employ a mechanical extensometer attached to the 
specimen. The e x t e n s o n l ~ ~ e ~ .  nlovenient is detected by a linear 
differential transformer ~+l-iose output is continuously plotted 
on a recorder. 

Stress corrosion is a phenomenon which produces failure 
originating at  the surface, and hence the surface character 
should have a major influence on stress corrosion susceptibility. 
Stress corrosion susceptibility is difficult to assess; however, 
i t  appears to be more prevalent in the presence of certain 
specific environments when the surface is in tension. It has 
been found, for example, that the presence of ulitempered o r  
overtempered martensite in a high strength steel can seriously 
reduce the time for failure by stress corrosion. Stress corrosion 
susceptibility increases with increasing hardness and strength 
of  steels. I t  can also be a serious problem in the application 
of aluminur-ii alloys, although certain types of alurninum alloys 
are more resistant to stress corrosion attack than others. 
Titanium alloys have been found to be especially sensitive to 
stress corrosion and,  in particular, to salt and other halogens 
\$hen combined \\it11 high tensile stresses and temperatures 
over 500" F. 

One of the simple niethods of  determining stress corrosion 
susceptibility in steels and aluminum is t o  prepare a strip 
specimen such as that shown in Figure 20. This test specimen 

is then plnccd in a fixture a n d  bent to produce a surl'ace stress 
on the test surl'ace to 75-90 percent of the tensile yield strength. 
'1-lie specimen is then ~ i i o ~ ~ n t e d  singly or in ~iiultiples in ;I test 
rig which submerges the bent spccinien in a solution of sodium 
cliloriclc and then withdraws i t  into air. One such device 
C O I I S ~ S I S  of' n lasgc rotating drum \\,liicli carries ;I series of 
specimens. The drum slo\\,ly revolves so that the specimens 
are dipped and in~~nersei l  in a [;ink of 3 to 4 percent sodium 
chloride for 10 niinutes and then br-i)~~gl)t  inti) air, ren-i;~ining 
there for a period of 50 minutes. The specimens arc exan-ilned 
periodically until a crack is observed by visual observation 
using a I O L V  power lnagnifying glass. In still other stress corro- 
sion tests on steel and  aluminulli, specimens are mounted 
singly or  in multiples in a stress rupture machine under con- 
st;tnt load. The specimens are surrounded by a suitable con- 
tainer to which a salt solution is alternately added and emptied 
according to :I prescribed time schedule. The  specinicns are 
observed periodically for cracks. 

Stress corrosion tests described above are usually devised 
so  that failures occur under 1000 l i o ~ ~ r s .  Additional stress 
corrosion tests have been developed covering a period of 
years. For example, one series of tests consisted of evaluating 
the effect of niethoris of producing holes in high strength steel 
bars. The bars containing the holes were then loaded in fixtures 
v, tiich applied a predetermined stress. The lixtures containing 
the stressed speciniens were placed in a seacoast environment. 
It was found that bars containing holes which were drilled so  
as to form untempered o r  overtempered martensite produced 
failure within six months whereas holes that were honed to 
remove all traces of untempered and overtempered martensite 
did not fail after a period of five years. 

An intensive effort has been performed on titanium alloys 
which appear to be especially susceptible to stress corrosion 
cracking when halides are present, particularly sodium chloride 
even in minute quantities. Extreme depressions in stress corro- 
sion life have been found when titanium alloys are subjected 
to high stress and high temperatures [35]. Stress corrosion 
values for titanium alloys have been reduced from thousands 
o f  hours to less than 100 hours as a result of a combination of 
salt, high stress, and high temperature. Stress corrosion crack- 
ing can occur when a chlorinated fluid is present on sheet 
t~ taniuni  materials heated to elevated temperatures during a 
press-bending operation. Thus ,  when chlorinated cutting fluids 
are a c t  properly ?inshed (&'sheet titanium which is heated to 
1000(1 F and placed in a press-brake, cracks will generally 
occur. 

In the realm of s~l r face  integrity, fracture toughness consid- 
erations are seldom involved since fracture toughness relates 
to growth of a fatigue crack once it is present, whereas surface 
integrity effects ~lsually are associated with fatigue crack initia- 
tion. In certain situations, where potenti:~lly corrosive environ- 
ments resulting from manufacturing operations persist, frac- 
ture toughness may, l i o \ \mw,  become a part of a surfnce 
integrity situation. In the drilling or  milling of an assembly, 
for example, i t  rnay be impractical to remove all of the cutting 
fluid from the area involved. Sho~ i ld  cracking develop, con- 
tamination from the cutting lluid could possibly affect fracture 
toughness of the material and hence component performance. 

Fracture toughness tests have been developed to provide a 
quantitative means of measuring the inherent resistance of a 
ninterial to sudden o r  unstable crack growth under static loads. 
A variety of test techniques have been proposed in recent 
years. Several of these have proved to be effective and  are  
being used in various segments of industry. Two  of the Inore 
cornnionly used test specimens, the precracked beam and the 
compact tension specimen, are  covered by a recent ASTM 
standard, E3W [36]. A compact tension specimen of a typically 
employed size is shown in Figure 21. The fracture toughness 
test involves determination of the critical crack tip stress 
intensity factor which initiates unstable crack growth. The 
stress intensity factor relates the applied stress, crack size, 
and  configuration of the load-crack system. A general equation 
for  the stress intensity fuctor is as follows: 

Fig.  20. Sirera corro\lon specimen. 
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Fig.  21. Compact  tension qpecirnen 

where : 
0 applied nominal stress 
a - crack length 
f function accounting for configuration of the load- 

crack system 

Specifically, for the compact tension specimen mentioned 
above and shown in Figure 21 : 

where: P : normal load applied to specimen, pounds 
1l thickness of specimen, inches 
W - length of specimen, inches 

While stress intensity at the crack tip K is a function of all 
of the factors involved, the critical stress intensity at ~vhicli 
unstable crack growth will occur (hence catastrophic failure) 
is an inherent property of a material. This critical stress inten- 
sity factor, under plane strain conditions, is called K I,. 

Fracture toughness data, K,,, are widely employed in the 
design of critical components. The data are useful in material 
selecrion, niaierial qualiiy control, esiabiishmenr of crirical 
crack sizes for given operating stress Icvels,and establishment 
of nondestructive testing sensitivity requirements to avoid 
catastrophic failures. T o  evaluate surface integrity situations 
where continual exposure to  residual cutting fluid niay result 
in embrittlement o r  otherwise altered fracture toughness, 
the K1, value obtained by testing in such environments is 
labeled as being altered by the test environment. In evaluating 
the cffect of s a l t ~ a t e r  immersion, for examplc, fracture tough- 
ness values are referred to as KS,li  measurenients. The elfectivc 
preserice of a n  aggressive environlnent is indicated by the 
numerical loi\ering of a Ki, level. 

D. Dynamic Properties 

I-ligh cycle and low cycle fatigue are two important dynamic 
properties which are surface dependent. High cycle fatigue is 
probably the more important of the two and likely the most 
important mechanical property affected by the surface condi- 
tion produced during machining o r  other processing. Low 
cycle fatigue strength is also affected by processing but to a 
smaller degree. In fact, if the low cycle fatigue testing is 
accomplished at  a very low frequency and very high stress, 
the low cycle fatigue strength approaches the static strength 
of various materials. 

The effect of the surface condition can best be evaluated by 
employing an alternating stress with a zero mean stress. 
A specimen which has been found to  be extremely useful is a 
cantilever bending specimen shown in Figure 22. This speci- 
men has a tapered section which provides uniform stress over 
the length of the taper. This specimen is gripped at  one end 
and vibrated at  the small end with a uniform force or  at  
constant amplitude, Figure 23. A flat specimen is particularly 

useful in that a variety of machining operations similar to those 
uwd in actual shop processing can be performed on each side 
of the specimen. When testing such a specimen, there is always 
a tendency for the specimen to fail at  the edge rather than in the 
face of the test surface. T o  prevent edge failure, the specimen 
edges are carefully radiused, then polished and shot peened, 
see Fig~lre 22. A template mask is placed over the flat test 
surfaces so  that the shot peening is restricted to the edges. 
Generally, i t  is also necessary to shot peen the flat grip area 
to  prevent contact fatigue failure during testing. Tests are 
usually run at zero mean stress until failure occurs; when 
f . 1  '11 ure . does not occur, tests are usually terminated at lo7 CYCICS. 
A stress versus number of cycles (SIN curve) can be plotted, 
and from this plot the endurance limit is determined, Figure 24. 
The endurance limit is dclined as the stress b c l o ~ '  which no 

7 
Fig. 22. t-ligh q c k  kl t ig i ie specimen G r ~ n d i n g  i \ ~ i d  mi l l ing .  

Fig. 23. H i g h  cycle fdtigue sclup. 
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Fig.  24. Low cycle fatigue specimen, gr ind ing and mi l l i ng  



failure\; \ \ i l l  occur up to the runout value of 10' cycles. This 
ICSI c;in be pc r l '~~ .~ i i cd  ;it roo111 or elevated temperatures. 
I 1c;iting 1.01. c l e ~ ; ~ t c d  I c ~ i i p c r ; ~ t u ~ ~ c ~  c:iii 11e ;icco~~iplislicd cit lier 
by induction Iie;rriny or  by resist;ince heating. In i~iciuction 
heating, an induction coil is placed arounci the test section; 
in resistiince heating, a resistance coil is placed around the 
test specimen. In both r-iiethods, suitable precautions have to 
be taken to pre\'ent o~er l iea t ing of the grip a n d  vibratory ends 
of the spccilnen. 

Additional fatigue testing procedures ~\liicIi Iiave been 
employed include axial loading of round or  flat specimens 
and rotating bearii testing of round specirw~is.  111 addition,lar- 
gcr specimens arc frequently c~nploycd bq design engineers in 
order to simulate more closely the design parameters of actual 
cornponcnr evaluation. 1 lo\+ c ~ c r ,  these procedures are sug- 
gested primarily for more sophisticated evaluation of surl'acc 
effects hen more evact design data re required for important 
hnrduare components. 

A four-point bcnding specimen has been chosen for low 
cycle fatigue testing for three reasons [37]. First, the bending 
condition is similar to the high c y l e  fatigue condition. Second, 
this specimen design provides for a large surface area under 
uniform stress. Third,  the circular displacement curve of the 
specimen undcr load allows dil-ect determination of surface 
strain at elevated temperatures using a spherometer. Fig. 26. 

The specimen selected, Figure 25, allov,s a noniinal gage 
section surface area of t ~ o  square inches. 'The edges of the 
reduced cross section are rounded, polished, and  shot peened and the maximum strain. Typical test data c o m ~ a r i n s  abusive 
to reduce the chance of edge failure. and gentle surface grinding conditions are shown in Figure 

27 [37]. 

. ~ + , .I 
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Low cycle fatigue tcsts are conducted on a closed-loop servo 
hydraulic machine designed a11d built at hletcut l<esearch 
Associates Inc. The  design is basically the same as that of 
commercially available closed-loop testing ~nnchines.  The  
four-point bending fixture, as shown in Figure 26, is attached 
directly to the hydraulic ram. The tests are conducted in fully 
reversed bending LI ith controlled fixture amplitude, and a 
triangular displacement waveform is generally used at fre- 
quencies from 10 to 30 cpm.  

Within the strain range employed in this test, the specimen 
surface strain is directly proportional t o  the fixture displace- 
ment. This has been found to be true for a u ide  range of 
materials and stress levels. The relation between strain and 
fixture displacement is fundamental t o  the test techniqueand 
has been verified u i th  resistance strain gages at  room tem- 
perature and spherometer measurements at  elevated tempera- 
tures. Elevated temperature tests are conducted using induc- 
tion, radiant or  direct resistance heating techniques. With ra- 
diant or  induction techniques, a one inch center zone of the 
gage section can be maintained within , 10- F of the desired 
test temperature. 

The data of primary interest are the maximum surPuce strain 
amplitude, the specimen dimensions, and the number of cycles 
to fxilure, N I .  For  stress levels beyond the proportional limit 
of the test material, data are reported in terms of pseudo stress. 
Pseudo stress is taken to be the product of the elastic modulus 

3. Furi,glir Crrrck Proptrgrr/ioir 

Consideration should also be given to Fatigue crack propa- 
gation testing ~vhich is carried out to deter-mine rhe relativc 
resistance of materials to the growth of fatigue cracks. The 
specimens normally used are of several varieties having the 
capability of promoting uniforln crack gro\ \ th  characteristics 
under repeated cyclic loading. Compact tension specimens 
such as used for fracture toughness testing, Figure 21, and also 
center notched panels such as used for studying the toughness 
of sheet are perhaps the two most common specimen varieties 
used in fatigue crack propagation testing. Testing is usually 
performed in rile tension-iensioii or  ieiision-zero-tel::i=n 1110de 
using either mechanical, hydraulic or  electromagnetic fatigue - 
equipn~ent .  Testing techniques involve the repeated measure- 
ment o f  fatigue crack g r o ~ ~ l i  a s  a function of the nuniber of 
loading cycles. Optical techniques are most frequently used 
for measuring the extent of fatigue crack g ron th ,  although 
ultrasonic and other sophisticated techniques are sometimes 
en~ployed.  

From the specimen geometry and loading, the stress inten- 
sity factor present a t  the tip of the crack can be defined mathe- 
matically using techniques of linear elastic fracture mechan- 
ics [38, 391. The rate of fatigue crack gron th is measured as a 
function of the cyclic stress intensity factor range. A typical 
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Fig. 27. L o s  cycle kttiguc char;tctcri\tics of  iticonel 718 (solutiori 
trcatcd and aged, 44 I<,) produccd by surl'rtce gricdicig. 
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Fig. 28. Schematic representation of fatigue crack grout11 rate curves. 

crack propagation rate curve is shown in Figure 28. Com- 
parisons of the crack propagation resistance of various 
materials as well as various heat treated conditions for a 
single alloy are usually made at  the same stress intensity level. 
The evaluation of fatigue crack propagation rates can be 
carried out  under almost any environmental conditions of 
interest. For example, iesiirig call be performed o v i i  t h i  
range of temperatures of interest for a particular material. 
It is likewise possible to perform such tests in air, in vacuum, 
o r  under a n  almost limitless variety of corrosive conditions 
as may be applicable. 

Like fracture toughness testing, fatigue crack propagation 
testing w,i l l  in some instances have a peripheral relationship 
to surface integrity. In situations where surface contamination 
due to cutting fluids or  other environmental ractors is present 
in the vicinity of a gro\ving fatigue crack, these surfuce integrity 
factors may affect the crack growth rate of the material. The 
type of situation in which this can occur is as previously dis- 
cussed in the section on Fracture Toughness. Where a con- 
taminating environment is aggressive or  detrimental to crack 
growth resistance, the fatigue propagation rate curve, as shown 
in Figure 28, is shifted to  the left, indicating an increase in 
growth rate. The niore aggressive the environment, the further 
to the left will be the displacement of the curve. 

There are three distinct advantages related to crack propa- 
gation testing with utilization of fracture mechanics analysis: 
a )  The  data pernilt a dlrect evaluat~on of the ~nfluence of 

various environments on crack g rou th  rate. Aggress~ve 
envlronnients can be ~ d e n t ~ f i e d  read~ly .  

b) The data are the basis for fatigue life analysis in terms of 
propagation of defects which may be inherent in the 
material or  introduced in component manufacture. 

c) These data and the appropriate analysis may be applied 
directly to determine the expected fatigue life of structural 
components under comparable environmental conditions 
in service. 

Analysis of Surface Chemistry 

During the past feh years, several new techn~ques  have been 
developed for chern~cally analyzmg englneerlng surfaces Coni- 

mercial iristrunientation is now, available which is capable o f  
characterizing solid surfaces down to depths of about one 
micron. These methods include: ion scattering spectonic~ry, 
Auger electron spectroscopy, elcctron spectroscopy for che- 
mical analysis (ESCA), and ion probe mass spectrometry, 
listed in increasing order of depth from which they can generate 
analytical information [40]. 

Since the newer analytical techniques can sample as little 
;IS one monolayer of material or  proceed up  to sampling 
several tens of niicrons in depth, i t  is important to define the 
depth from which a surface analysis is recj~:ired in an  engi- 
neering material before identifying the particular type o f  
instrument that should be utilized. 

lor1 sc:ittering spectrometry utilizes inert gas ion bombard- 
ment of a surface, and by determining the energy changes pro- 
duced in this beam as i t  scatters oft'target a toms on the surSace, 
the technique can identify the elements present in a monolayer 
of material [40]. Elenients of atoiiiic number 3 (Li) a n d  up 
can be detected, although to get complete coverage across the 
periodic chart requires using several difrerent inert gas ions 
in sequence because target atoms which d i fk r  too greatly in 
mass from the primary ions are difficult t o  distinguish from 
one another.  Within the region bombarded, information on 
the spatial distribution of the constituents cannot be obtained. 
By continued sputtering in a region, i l  is possible to obtain 
data on composition changes ~vi th  depth, reaching 10-20 mono- 
layers in reasonable lengths of tirile (hours).  

A composition depth profile analysis of Rene' 41 is shown 
in Figure 29 [41]. This profile was acconiplished by thedual  
utilization of the probe ion beam for both detection and 
identification of the surface atoms and also for the controlled 
removal of surface monolayers througll sputtering. fiene' 41 
is a nickel base alloy containing about 50 percent by \wight 
of nickel. The surface was found to be dcpleted of nickel to a 
depth of a b o i ~ t  I0 monolayers. In I'act, the bulk composition 
does not appear  until a depth of 50 monolayers has been 
reached. 

Auger electron spectroscopy involves a nondestructive ana-  
lysis based on the ejection of low energy Auger electrons from 
a surface under electron bombardment [40, 421. The analytical 
information is obtained from a penetration 5-10 into the 
sample. Two  dimensional microcompositional data from the 
rnaterial are  not produced, but by use of an  associated ion 
gun, depth profiles can be deterrnineti over many hundreds o f  
angstroms in depth. Elements above Li can be detected, and 
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Fig. 29. Composition depth-profile of a Rene'41 surfuce obtained by a 
time sequential series of partial ion scattering 5pectra u t i l i~ ing  1500eV 
H e + .  The apparent surface depletion o f  Ni is shown [41]. 



a ntajor advantage is the ability to analyze highly topogr;~phic 
surf'i~ces like fracture fc~ccs. 

ISC'A also ut i l i~es  an eleclron bombardment but detects 
instead the ejection of Iiiglicr energy inner shcll clectrons [40, 
431. Consequently, i t  derives its information from a depth of 
30-50 A in the s:~n:ple. Its analytical capabilities are soniewhat 
simil;~r to Auger spectroscopy, although ESCA appears to 
Iiave a distinct advantage in cleter~itini~lg "chcitiical shifts" 
in the ejected clectrons \\hich can reveal significant aspects 
of the cheinical state (bonds) on the surface. 

Ion probe mass spectroscopy eml)loys layer-by-layer ion 
bombardment of a sample using Oi, A . etc., and is readily 
capable of carrying out a surface analysis to depths in excess 
of several microns [30, 441. Moreo\er ,  elements fro111 hydrogen 
to uranium can be detected, a n d  both two and three dimen- 
sional microcompositic~~iz~l data can be obtained. The sput- 
tering of niaterial fro111 the sample genemics a variety of 
positive a n d  ricgative ions \\hich rellect the composition and 
chernic;11 i ~ s s ~ c i i ~ ~ ~ o ~ i s  on the s ~ ~ r f a c e .  \Vltilc the state of tht: 
art can ident~fy sucli associations scriiiiluantitatively, the 
c o ~ t ~ p l e t e  determination of surface compounds based on se- 
condary ion production remains to be e.;tablished. 

liecognition and application of surface integrity technology 
are increasing as cvidciiced by the \\idespread interest in the 
subject and by the adoption and use of' detailed s u r h c e  integrity 
specitications for purchasing and manuhctur ing of critical 
components.  Consequently, increased pressure is being exerted 
to properly assess a surface integrity situation and to measure 
and control surface conditions \I hich may impair or  e n l i m x  
surface quality. 

At tlte present time, there are many simple techniques for 
~iieasuring s~~r f r l ce  inlegrit)) which \ \hen properly applied are 
ex t~ rme ly  useful in improving the structural integrity of 
co~nponents  u r~de r  service conditions. These have been sum- 
rna r i~ed  in this paper 21s the h,l i~ri~l~i~tlr  Siirfircr I l r fe~r i ly  Dtiftr 
.Y(JI. With regard to the application of techniques such as 
~nicroscopy,  microhardness testing, and even the more sophis- 
ticated tests, it is of paramount intportance to isolatc and to 
define properly the specific surface i~rtegriiy problen: in 
question. Then,  particular test methods, many of which are 
already \\ell established and accepted, may bc specified to  
control the manufacturing processes in question. 

With regard to manufacturing processes, there has been a 
reluctance on  the part of engineers and managers to rely upon 
in-process control. t i o w v e r ,  in vie\\ of the general lack of 
adequate nortdcstructive testing equipment for final inspection, 
there are often no alternatives. Our  experience has sho\\n that 
Once the seriousness of ;I surface integrity situation is re- 
cognized, i t  is possible to set up shop procedures to achieve 
control. In any men[ ,  i t  is in-iportant not to go through the 
motions of using nondestructive test methods \rltlch are not 
capable of recognizing surface integrity problems. For example, 
u e  knon  of no practical testing device which can sense a n  
alloy's propensity to dc1a)ed cracking ;IS a result of grinding. 
Also, \ \e knob\ of no final inspection technique capable of 
recognizing, under production conditions, patches of recast 
layer produced by thermal material removal processes which 
develop deleterious surface layers as thin as ,0001 in. Yet, for 
both of the situations noted above, i t  x.as possible to specify 
and control nianufacturing practices so as to  avoid failures 
v,hich had occur-red in service. 

I n  surnnxlry, if the technology of the production of high 
quality surfaces is to be advanced further,  several important 
needs must be met. Greatly increased effort must be expended 
in developing data which relate the physical and chemical 
condition of surfaces to the significant mechanical properties 
of components in service. Urgent need also exists for the devel- 
opment of technology and equipment for the nondestructive 
testing of large and intricate surfaces. Meeting of the above 
needs and sharing of the information to avoid unnecessary 
duplication of' programs \ \ i l l  d o  much toward increasing the 
reliability and safety of all types of hardware systems which 
have a high degree of commonality in domestic and inter- 
national manufacturing and use. 
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